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Abstract: 

It has been strongly admitted that translation has got central place in the transaction of language 

and literature. It has proved a great means of survival of languages and literatures. Translation 

has provided an international platform to the native literatures of en-number of languages around 

the world. But it has been affected by the untranslatability on various levels. No language can be 

exact equivalent to the other due to its socio-cultural, geographical, contextual and mytho-symbolic 

differences.After many theoretical experiments with linguistic components, translation theory and 

practice turned to other components of untranslatability viz. semantic, socio-cultural, mythical, 

symbolic, contextual, etc. Linguistic equivalence (LE) is one of the areas of untranslatability 

comprises of elements of grammar, syntax or structure and sound system of the source language 

(SL) and target language (TL). Here our main concern would be grammatical and structural 

untranslatability between English and Marathi language. The present paper will be exploring the 

problem of LE, particularly attempting to find out the difficulties of grammatical and structural 

equivalence (GramE) between English and Marathi.  
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Introduction: 
 Linguistics is the scientific study of language behavior and so linguistic equivalents are 

related to language components. Grammar, syntax (structure), sound and meaning are most 

significant elements of the language; in fact a language is composed of these elements. Meaning 

(semantics) is taken as a separate type because meaning is the ultimate end (aim) of translation. 

Two languages—English as an SL and Marathi as a TL—are taken into consideration for analysis 

of linguistic equivalents. English comprises of a number of grammatical items like word classes 

(noun, verb, pronoun, adjective, adverb, conjunction, interjection and exclamation), types of tenses 

(simple, progressive and perfect present, past and future) synthesis of words, phrases and sentences 

(as soon/ early/ possible, hardly, when, no sooner…than, and, if, which, that, a lot, as well as, etc.), 

types of sentences (simple, compound, complex, active-passive, direct-indirect, exclamatory, 

assertive, comparative, positive, imperative, etc.), questions (wh, tag, yes-no) and many other 

aspects. All these aspects have major role to play in the process of translating into TL. Grammar 

involves the study and analysis of the structures found in a language, e.g. as distinct from the 

grammar of any other language, say Marathi or Hindi. The study of grammar, in the sense of the 

structure of expressions in a language, has a very long tradition, e.g. Sanskrit. The structure of a 

language depends upon its grammar, e.g. English has S+V+O+C as its general structure, its 

grammatical analysis is, in a sentence, first place occupied by subject and then verb, then object 

and then complement. But in case of Marathi place or order of a particular element is not important, 

for instance, subject of a sentence (in Marathi)can be placed at the beginning or at the end or in the 

middle of a sentence and same is true of object and complement. Thus: 
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  “Linguistic untranslatability is apparent when SL sentences involve structures that do not 

exist in the TL. Also cultural untranslatability surfaces when it involves absence in the TL culture 

of a relevant situational feature for the SL text. It may also be difficult if not impossible to 

reconcile the demands of the two disparate geniuses of the two different languages.” (Kundu 106-

07). 

 Above is the consideration of general grammatical categories and relations to specific 

methods of describing the structure of phrases and sentences. It is nothing but an attempt to 

produce an accurate analysis of the sequence or the ordering arrangement of elements in the linear 

structure of the sentence, this remains a major goal of syntactic description. Finding of such 

complex elements in the form of equivalences are really a major and tuff task. To fulfill the 

requirement of linguistic equivalents, one has to exploit various resources of grammar of the TL 

text.  

 Linguistic equivalents as mentioned before are the elements of language in their respective 

units, e.g. word, phrase, sentence, sound, etc. these can be shown in the diagram for the sake of 

understanding: elements of LE:     

 

 
Diagram 1.1 Linguistic Equivalence. 

Grammatical and Structural Variations:   
We have English as an SL and Marathi a TL; let us deal with the grammar and syntax of 

English and Marathi. Language is said to be the transmitter of our conceptions, deliberations and 

visions of one‟s environment where one live. Translation simply is carrying meaning or the idea 

from one language into another. Yet it becomes arduous to provide an analogues word for every 

word in two languages (from SL into TL). It is a duty of a translator to keep meaning of the target 

language intact and same as expressed in SL. Equivalence is nothing but a word, expression used to 
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convey an SL word, expression (with its possible properties) including meaning into TL. 

Conveying meaning is the chief task of equivalence. Let us have a look at English grammar, parts 

of speech are explained in brief: 

“Verb: A word (or group of words) used to denote actions, state or happenings. 

Noun: A word used to name something.       

 Adjective: A word that qualifies (describes) a noun. 

Adverb: A word used to modify (tell us more about) a verb, an adjective or another adverb.  

 Conjunction: A word used to connect one part of a sentence to another. 

 Pronoun: A word used to stand for a noun. 

 Preposition: A word placed before another word to locate the latter in time of space. 

 Interjection: A word used to express mood or reaction.” (Palmer 22-23).  

 Almost all the concepts mentioned here are same for English as well as Marathi (SL and 

TL) but their use differs in both the languages. Due to grammatical limitations, every aspect or 

element of grammar of SL cannot be rendered into TL. A word is a minimal unit of language 

(grammar) which is meaningful. But some words may be devoid of meaning, e.g. words used in 

psychological tests. A clause is a group of words having a subject and a predicate. As a word group 

formed around subject and predicate, a clause may be regarded as equivalent to a simple sentence, 

but it constitutes, as a rule, apart or member of a compound sentence or complex sentence. There 

are two types of clauses: main clause, a clause that carries or conveys the main predication in a 

sentence is called the principle or the independent clause; and subordinate clause, a clause that 

enters into sentence construction in the capacity or force of a noun or an adjective or an adverb is 

called the subordinate or the dependent clause. A compound sentence consists of two or more 

clauses that are grammatically independent one of the other and that are connected by expressed or 

understood coordinate conjunctions; e.g. the moon rides high and the night is old, he came, he saw; 

he conquered. These two compound sentences can be translated into Marathi without the loss of 

linguistic equivalence—To Aala. TyanePahila. TyaneJinkale. (तोआला.त्यानेपाहिल.ंत्यानेजिंकल.े). In 

Marathi, the compound clauses are not connected with co-ordinate conjunction i.e. semi colon. A 

complex sentence consists of one principal or dependent clause and one or more subordinate or 

dependent clauses. There can be a complex-compound sentence consists of two or more 

independent clauses and one or more dependent clauses.  A phrase, as far as grammatical elements 

are concerned is a group of two or more related words not containing a subject or a predicate. The 

clauses and phrases can be categorized as noun clause/ phrase, verb clause/ phrase, adjective 

clause/ phrase and so forth.  

 Syntax or construction means explaining predicative, qualifying and other word 

relationships according to the rules of grammar. In other words, telling how and why a part of 

speech functions as it does in a given sentence. Syntax pertains only to agreement or relationship. It 

is the structure of the language, the arrangement of grammatical elements. It consists of patterns of 

sentence, e.g. there may be sentences with the following structures:  

S+V+O+C/ P/ A   S= Subject 

S+V+O1+O2+C    V= Verb 

S+V+O    O= Object 

S+V+C/ P    C= Compliment 

S+V      P= Predicate 

V+O+C    A= Adverbial/ Adjunct 

O+V+C    and many more types of sentence patterns.  

These patterns are important to decide the structure of a language. If the English language has used 

one of the above patterns, it is not necessary that the same pattern would be used in Marathi 

language. There are immense variations in the structures of English and Marathi. Marathi does not 
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follow the above structural pattern. The structural difference between Marathi and English can be 

understood by the following example:  

English: Darshil eats a mango. 

Marathi: DarshilAambaKhato. (दर्शिलआंबाखातो). 

In the English sentence „Darshil‟ (subject) appears first, then „eats‟ (verb) which is followed by „a 

mango‟ (object). In the Marathi sentence „Darshil‟ (S) comes first, then „aamba‟ (O) and finally 

occurs „Khato‟ (V). In this way, we can see the difference in the structures of English has S+V+O 

pattern whereas Marathi has S+O+V pattern, if the verbs are transitive. We cannot render the 

example as per the English structural pattern, because the structure of Marathi is more flexible to 

English. Let us continue the same example:  

Marathi Text       English Text    

DarshilAambaKhatAahe. (दर्शिलआंबाखातआि)े.  Darshil a mango eating is. 

AambaDarshilKhatoAahe. (आंबादर्शिलखातोआि)े.  A mango Darshil eating is.  

DarshilKhatoAaheAamba. (दर्शिलखातोआिआेंबा).  Darshil eating is a mango. 

KhatoAaheDarshilAamba. (खातोआिदेर्शिलआंबा).              Eating is Darshil a mango. 

AambaKhatoAaheDarshil. (आंबाखातोआिदेर्शिल).  A mango eating is Darshil. 

Analyzing the above sentences, we can say that all the Marathi sentences are within the limits of 

acceptability; this is not the case for English sentences. All the English sentences are grammatically 

unacceptable. The third English sentence can be modified as „Darshil is eating a mango‟ which has 

a sense. All the Marathi sentences are possessed with meaning and there is no difference in 

meaning expressed by them. No English sentence possesses the sense or meaning. Only words in 

sentences possess meaning. This shows that the Marathi text is more flexible than English text. 

Another major difference between the syntax of Marathi and English is that of the relationship to 

the agreement between subject and verb based on gender, e.g.   

Marathi Text:MulagaDhawato. (मुलगा धावतो). English Text: The boy runs. 

 MulagiDhawate. (मुलगी धावते).  The girl runs.  

In English whatever be the gender masculine or feminine, the form of the verb remains the same; 

whereas in Marathi the form of the verb changes as per the gender. If the gender is masculine, the 

verb also expresses the masculinity—dhawato(धावतो), dhawate(धावते). And the gender is feminine 

so as the verb. Word-to-word translation would not be useful in this regard. Further deviations and 

problems can be occurred in case of interrogatives, passives, tag questions, use of articles, tenses, 

parts of speech, and word classes, and so and so forth. Let us look at some phrasal expressions 

which differ in structure and meaning:  

Marathi Phrases:TelifonEkane. (टेहलफोनऐकणे). English Phrases: to answer a call 

  ShabdkoshPahane. (िब्दकोि पािणे). to consult a dictionary 

  Pariksha Dene. (परीक्षा दणेे).  to appear for an exam 

These are not literal translations of the phrases, because their equivalents are different—the 

equivalent for „Ekane‟ is „to answer‟ not „to listen to‟, for „Pahane‟ „to consult‟ not „to see‟ and for 

„Dene‟ is „to appear for‟ and not „to give‟. Same is the case dealing with idioms and proverbs—

more differences in structure and meaning. It is noticed that all the grammatical structures existed 

in English does not match with the grammatical structures existed in Marathi, yet there is a 

probability of translating some common features of language which are called language universals. 

The above comparison and analysis will help us to choose not exact but at least proper 

communicative equivalents in translating. It is not always possible to compare each and every 

element of SL with TL, but care can be taken of vivid differences in both languages. Hence the 

linguistic equivalence consists of grammar, syntax and sound system of a language in translating. It 
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is a broader phenomenon of practical usage in translation studies. It also has a clear significance in 

translation theory.   

“The process of translation, among other things, involves a comparative study of two or 

more languages. It is believed that the structural differences between two languages reveal the area 

of potential difficulty in the area of language translation. In an act of translation between a source 

language (SL) text and a target language (TL), one must look at the equivalent structures that are 

used „normally‟ in two languages rather than arriving at unnatural contrived structures.” (Gargesh 

100). 

 As seen above, grammatical and structural variation is one of the major elements of LE 

cause to the hurdles in translating. To find the same grammatical or structural pattern in TL is very 

difficult or impossible. There is a great difference between English and Marathi grammar as well as 

structures and hence it is a challenge to seek the appropriate equivalence types or in the limited 

sense, words from English into Marathi.  
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